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6th August 2012
1781
Kings Head, East Hoathly
524 163
Bob & Chris
Directions: A27 East to Lewes. Left at 2nd roundabout and through Cuilfail Tunnel. Right on A26 then right again on B2192
through Ringmer to A22. Turn right on A22 then next left. Pub in centre of village. Est. 25 mins.
13th August 2012
1782
Hillside, Haywards Heath
317 247
Keeps It Up & Wildbush
Directions: A23 north, A272 to Haywards Heath, left at Dolphin pub and 3rd left Lucastes Avenue. Left at T junction then
2nd right for car park. Est. 25 mins.
20th August 2012
1783
Eight Bells, Bolney
262 228
Directions: A23 north to A272. Turn right then right again for village. Est. 15 mins.

Eddy

27th August 2012
1784
Snowdrop, Lindfield
354 239
Psychlepath Rik
REVISED DIRECTIONS AS HURSTWOOD LANE CLOSED: A23 north to A273. B2112 through Ditchling, past Wivelsfield.
Turn right at next roundabout at the top of hill into Colwell Rd. and then right again at end on A272. 3rd left is Snowdrop
Lane. Pub 200yards on left. Est. 25 mins. NOON START & BIRTHDAY!
3rd September 2012 1785
Shepherd & Dog, Fulking
248 114
Kevin & Pondweed Ivan
Directions: A23 north past Pyecombe & next left. Straight on over 2 roundabouts, Pub 1.5 miles on left. Est. 10 mins.
#### NOTE: CHANGE OF VENUE. ####

RECEDING HARELINE:

Hares on summer recess. Please think about YOUR next trail now!

BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
Message from Amnesia (important note for Brighton hashers, this is Bicester Prof, former UK On-Sec, not our
own Prof Stargazer):
It is with deep sadness I have to advise that Dr. Gordon ‘Prof’ Williams, a long-time
member of Bicester Hash House Harriers, died this morning.
I first met Prof in 1978 when he arrived at the hash one Monday evening. From first
sight he was something of a character and perhaps a cut above the rest of us, being
a rocket scientist at a local secret establishment, and with a brain sharper than the
rest of ours put together. To go with his extraordinary mental ability he also looked
like he ought to be a scientist, but we soon learnt that coupled with his outward
appearance, he harboured a superb, some would say wicked, sense of humour.
It did not take long for the hash to realise what an asset Prof was to us and on his
second or third hash he was elected a Joint Master. Considering in those days
Bicester H3 did not have Grand Masters, considering them far too grand for a hash,
this was an accolade indeed. He remained a JM until 1980, when he became
Bicester’s first GM. He was re-elected in 1981.
He became On-Sex in 1994 as well as taking over the editing of The Word, but as
was Prof’s want, he was not satisfied with just telling us where the hash was, or
what had happened on previous hashes. He produced a Word that won the award
for the best world hashing words on four separate occasions. It was also at this time that he produced what is arguably
his finest achievement in hashing, in developing the UK’s first hash website. He maintained this website until very
recently when his illness took its toll.
Prof was my friend as he was a friend to many others. He was a constant member of Bicester Hash House Harriers and
hashed all over the world where he made many friends. He always reminded people that hashing was fun and not to be
taken too seriously, although Prof always took it seriously. He was the father figure of our hash and will be greatly
missed, not only in Bicester H3 but by his hashing friends all over the world.
Amnesia
I met Prof on a number of occasions and can vouch for the seriousness he took hashing. At the time of the anthrax
scares Prof was recommending the use of alternatives to flour to mark trail. Several obvious suggestions such as chalk,
sawdust and others were proposed, and I put forward the long established Brighton Hash method of bog roll. He put on
his UK on-sec hat and told me in no uncertain terms that we shouldn’t be using any form of paper! I stood my ground for
the chapter with explanations of the advantages (day before trail setting, environmentally dissolves etc.) to no avail, and
only when in response to his concerns about what the countryside people such as National Trust would think, when I
mentioned a certain NT person in our ranks, did he agree to disagree. Sadly when I next met him at Nash Hash though
he was reluctant to talk to me seeing my stance as yet another way BH7 were ‘different’.
Bouncer
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Timing for down downs
Generally down downs have been awarded after everyone has
eaten, but this has resulted in a recipient leaving before the
circle on more than one occasion. By doing them as soon as we
arrive at the pub people will know how much they are able to
drink afterwards, and potentially we can save money by using
stock beer in the car park. On the down (sic!) side many hashers
are more concerned with food. After all we are the ‘eating club
with a running problem’! Having had quite a lot of success with
getting the pub to supply the beer for the circle, and given that
on the whole we are so far really only rewarding hares for their
efforts, with a couple of extras when beer and the occasion
allows, it seems appropriate that down downs are awarded
inside the pub for the moment. But it’s not easy to keep hounds
full attention with interruptions from waiting staff so my view
is that we accept that sometimes we will lose someone who has
to go early, and hang on until the food has mostly been scoffed.
As usual, thoughts and opinions are welcomed!
Bouncer
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Britain, Britain, Britain.
Two things you can rely upon if you're British:
1) You're probably not very good at sport.
2) You're probably very good at eating and drinking.
If only we could introduce food and drink into sport, we might stand a chance.
Welcome to the Great British Beerathon! It's a five mile slobstacle course, after each mile you have to neck a great
British pint and chomp some great British fodder - running is optional, enter at own risk! http://beerathon.weebly.com/
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Brussels 2014 - A Beer Odyssey is On On!
Fancy a great selection of Belgian beers, chocolate, waffle, wines and mouthwatering food? Fancy 30 trails as easy as
A(rchitecture), B(reweries), C(astles) in a countryside, forest or historical city setting? Enough stamina to party until
2am every night? Then why not joining us on 25-27 July 2014 for the biggest hash party of the decade in Europe?
With 2,200+ pre-registered participants and 70 countries already represented the weekend will have a strong
international flavour supported by many pre- and post-rambles across Western Europe. Moreover our Red Dress Run on
the Thursday will be organised by Deep Throat and Zulu Boy - the original San Diego RDR hares - featuring special
drink stops and The Lady In Red herself.
We have just opened our very last batch of pledges Mk IV online (go to: www.interhash2014.com then click on the blue
Brussels 2014 banner) for sale until the end of European summer. At the moment we have 175 left in stock so don't
delay if you want to grab a good deal and save at least EUR 20!
Cheers from beer paradise!
Higgins, Chairman Brussels 2014 - A Beer Odyssey
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My friend, who is a the head of Human Resources at a very large bank, says that the best excuse for absenteeism, that he
had ever received in his career of almost 22 years, was from a female Indian employee, at their bank's head quarters at
Mumbai, India, in July, 2010. He says when the lady, was questioned on why she remained absent the previous day, she simply
replied ....... " But sir, I had no option. My husband

was on casual leave yesterday and was at home. By
mistake he took pills from the wrong bottle in our
medicine cabinet and ended up consuming an overdose of Viagra ! Now how could I have left him, all
alone at home, with the house-maid ?"

I was chatting to a woman in the pub last night and
telling her about my uncanny ability to be able to
tell the exact day on which any woman was born,
simply by holding her breasts in my hands. She
thought I was having her on, but was curious none
the less. Eventually curiosity got the better of her
and she said, "Oh, go on then... give it a go!" So I
stood there feeling her breasts for about a minute
or so, before she could contain herself no longer
and asked, "OK! When was I born then?"
I let go and replied, "Yesterday?!”

REHASHING
th

#1775 Five Bells, Chailey A fine run making good use of Chailey Common and a lovely Pimms stop for Chris’s 100 , complete

with fruit salad (unless you were at the back of the pack). More successful blagging by Angel produced a couple of extra
halves which RA Prof dished out to Bob as co-hare. Much to Angels chagrin, as she was only awarded a half pint for hers, Chris
was awarded the full pint tankard, from which she still only downed a half after a little ditty by the Airman: Her Left Tit
hangs down to her belly, her right tit hangs down to her knee, if her left tit did equal her right tit, she’d get lots of weenie*
from me. (*Apparently weenie is some sort of snack, like lunch. Chris will explain.)
#1776 The Swan, Arundel On an absolutely foul night a few hardy souls met in the car park to find the pub had changed as
the chef stubbornly refused to serve grub after 9 at the Red Lion. No veggie option but the chef at the Swan seemed happy
enough to include ham, egg & chips in the hash special burger, chips & pint for a tenner deal. After the heavy rain earlier,
many of the marks were missing as we set off for a short circular back to the pub, before wandering up to the castle. Prof,
mistaking Tim for Guy as we climbed the hill, said “I couldn’t believe Guy had beaten me up the hill”, at which point Guy
responded “I did” as he appeared on the next corner! Check at the castle gates had the pack flummoxed as a few headed up
the track, but after Cyst Pit had finished checking left, right and straight ahead, hare appeared to call us to the stile and
down a long hill into the valley. Hounds shot off in every possible direction but Charlie in pursuit of the sheep had called
correctly for another long stretch back through the bird sanctuary. At the road, no-one was tempted by the Black Rabbit
option, preferring the river over a very early return but which route? Les gave in and pointed us in the right direction for a
final long stretch back along the riverbank. In the pub, Bouncer got in early with the blagging getting 2 pints which were split
into ¼ pint glasses for the down downs. An attempt to call the circle early, rather than losing victims as in previous weeks, was
stalled when we realised that Pete and Ed weren’t yet back. The result was that the songs were punctuated by cries of
<cheeseburger & chips , <ham, egg’n’chips etc. as the waitress went obliviously about her business! So beers to Les & Guy as
hares, the latter refusing the bitter and ended up necking his own lager; virgin Kevin, a natural; Kit for asking for
photographic proof that Mudlark had done the midsummer naked hash in Antarctica, and Tim for doing a race in drag at the
weekend; then a few leftovers from the family hash Pete and Graeme for arriving late, missing the hash, drinking the beer and
leaving early, Peter E thanks for hosting, and finally Ed who turned up in the
evening! Another Great Hash…
#1778 Red Lion, Shoreham Arriving at the pub to order the excellent pie
& a pint deal we were greeted by confused bar staff who thought we were
due at 7pm, but more later. Angel then arrived distributing raffle tickets to
everyone with some comment about an Olympic torch relay. Mustering
outside hare Bouncer (co-hare Malibog having been unable to make the last
few miles from Sweden after a drenching earlier) attempted to explain
further that the torch had passed through Lancing earlier, skipped
Sorebum, and been driven on to Blatchingdon, so we’d been specially selected
to fill in the gap using a Blue Peter effort from his youngest son, E.T. Hare
then set off across the HRH Toll Bridge to first check where a raffle ticket
was drawn and Chris won the honours. Hounds were now allowed to check
while she caught up before being called back and sent down the Cecil Pashley
Way into the airport. Although now dry, rain had washed away the check
marks half way down, but it was obviously along the path south. Except the
Olympic torch had now turned north and back up to a check we somehow
missed earlier. A quick change and off we went again up the river bank only
to find it was back over the bridge and south. A pissy-offy pattern was
emerging at the next check when trail again went north up through the
houses and back to the cars for a very early finish. Somehow managing to
prevent Young Les from heading for the nosebag, hare pointed out trail up the edge of the main road to the waterworks gate.
Only Cyst Pit, who’d decided not to play at the start, went wrong missing the steps up, but at the top, Pirate with the torch
went majorly astray charging through the check. CP dashed off to get him back as the pack headed left, which left only one
person to take the torch, and suddenly Cyst Pit was playing after all! An obvious left at the top over the motorway and
Spreadsheet found extra strength from the torch on towards Mill Hill. Anne headed through the freshly cut brash all across
the path and despite her inner conviction believed Angel, only to find the fishhook, a new first for the Olympic torch! Now
down to Old Erringham farm, the fleet Dan had perhaps the longest stage to a check in the corner of the field. There was a
bit of hanging around as we waited for the next numbers r*nner, but once again the torch went the wrong way. Bouncer called
us all back to point out a trespass through the wheat to a large swathe of access land. As hare made mumbled apologies to
Liam & Benson about the gate ahead being locked and barbed, Elaine took the torch on getting all concerned about burning her
bum as she clambered over. Across the road and the Downs Link trail then led through the paddy fields and on to a sip
featuring a choice of cider, lemonade or some bloody awful piss in a Harveys container, accompanied by pieces of allegedly the
World’s largest ever custard cream. As it was now 9 we were given a choice of the river loop or straight back along the link as
KIU and Young Les fought over who should carry the torch next. Back at the pub Bouncer found himself the focus of

attention of a wren which flew into his car then sat happily in his hand, probably
appeased by biscuit crumbs, but indoors the chef was having a mental breakdown having
somehow got the idea we would be eating at 8.45 instead of 9.15! RA failed to blag the
beer this week as the landlady wasn’t around, but the circle went ahead with Tim the
Tran awarding hare, then Bouncer awarding new boots Steve (or was it Jamie?), and
Anna (who had actually run the previous week but, despite the hare Anybody blagging
beer, no circle had taken place). Sinners were Airman Bob for checking out the pub 2
weeks prior and not going as there was no Harveys, Pirate for setting fire to his beard
with the Olympic torch and Elaine, who had avoided all opportunities on trail, got back
to the pub then promptly relieved herself in a bush right next door! Another great hash
#1779 Red Lion, Willingdon Finally summer arrived to herald a stunning sunny downs
r*n for the Eastbourne girls (despite perceived attempts by Bouncer to derail it and
send everyone to the Red Lion, Slinfold, with EGH3 instead. He claimed in his defence
to be merely offering Malibog a r*n closer to Littlehampton! With Prof claiming
anonymity, it was down to Angel to assume RA responsibilities and award the hares, with
additional down downs to Don for whinging. Another Great Hash…
#1780 The Crown, Dial Post As we mustered around the green outside the pub there
was some concern about the sheer volume of folk already in the pub, apparently down to a regular quiz night. No worries said
Bouncer still stuck in his Red Lion groove, “We started the month skipping the Red Lion to go to the Crown, Arundel so
skipping the Crown to go to the Red Lion, Ashington would make it right”. Yeah but in Arundel we only went to the Crown car
park, drinking in the Swan. On on was called with Adrian sprinting off muttering something about long or short options, to a
collective groan as we realised he was a hare. Elaine stayed back taking a more patient nurturing role across the fields and
farms towards Shipley. At the sight of the windmill a large part of the pack turned too soon, but when we did get there, the
hares were at odds. Adrian choosing to take pack left, while Elaine took the walkers right. Ride it Baby then arrived from
behind to call the hare back! After a bit of confusion Elaine reappeared chasing Adrians breakaway group to get them back on
trail. So with 2 separate hashes now in progress, Elaine took the slower ones on a big SCB whilst the rest wandered through
the woods to eventually regroup at the road. As Pirate headed due north, hare and Anybody were arguing over the map, whilst
the Cardinal with the bit between his teeth went on a silent solo charge. With time already getting on and the pack having lost
all trust in the hare by now, it was a long road route back in, strangely passing a point we’d been at some 20 minutes earlier!
Meanwhile Hugh had found trail through Knepp castle, passing Elaine, Angel and others as they went through the deer park.
Finally all were back for a 7.5 miler! In the pub there was much joy as it turned out we had a separate area set aside, and even
more when the RA’s polite request for one or two pints turned into a 4 pint jug from the landlord. An early circle up was called
even as food was arriving, but the long hash meant time was rushing, so it was a beer for Elaine for the hash, then a pint of
water courtesy of Gotlost for Adrian for the 2nd half race. Attempts to name the boy very nearly ended up with him as “Ham,
Egg, and Chips”, but several good suggestions later had him doused as “Peter Pansy”, although the reasons were lost in the
atmosphere. Other down downs went to Ride-it-Baby for calling the hare back, Pirate for lack of calling, Angel rewarded for
her RA’ing the previous week and Who’s Shout for a facebook confession of new shoes. Another Great Half-a-hash!
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Brew Dog produces Never Mind the Anabolics beer filled with 'performance enhancing' substances
Neil Gerrard Wednesday 25 July 2012 16:35
Anarchic Scottish brewer and bar operator Brew Dog has launched a 6.5% India
Pale Ale laced with "performance-enhancing" substances, all of which are banned
for professional athletes. The limited-edition brew, called Never Mind the
Anabolics, contains creatine, guarana, ginseng, gingo, maca poweder, matcha tea
and kola nut. It has been released on the eve of the Olympic Games in London.
The company said: "Never Mind the Anabolics takes its lead from the relentless
marketing campaigns of global fast-food chains and international mass production
breweries that replace the sporting spirit with a fast buck, a greasy burger and an
ugly plastic cup of insipid, fizzy, yellow lager."
"It is about time the greatest sporting event on the planet was not sponsored by
fast-food companies, sugary fizzy drinks producers or monolithic multi-national
brewers. A burger, can of fizzy pop and an industrial lager are not the most ideal
preparation for the steeple chase or the dressage (for human or horse). So we
decided to give the athletes something that was going to make them happier and
better. A way to relax before a big event and at the same time increase the chances
of winning."
The beer, whose packaging bears some similarity to the official pink and yellow
2012 logo, is on sale on Brew Dog's website.

The latest missive from Antarctica – and a fantastic picture of the Southern lights!

I apologise for not being in more regular contact ,but leading up to midwinters week, me and the rest of tech' services
were very busy, plus I was trying to make my midwinters present in my spare time (bit like secret santa, but you make
the present) it was nice to have the week off, the only one we do, and i was on gash duty one of the days. The best day
was when we had skidoo trials and relay race, great fun in the dark! we also did tobogganing on a couple of windtails
that have formed, a pub crawl to different parts of the base that people had set up and of course a chillout film and board
games day. Ant the chef did a brilliant job on midwinters day, i think it was a total of fourteen courses including crab,
ostrich and springbok! (he's very good at bartering with the ships) We were due to have a Hash during the week but the
weather turned, over 25knots and -30c so plus windchill = about -40c, but hoping to run one soon. We did however do
our naked run round the base on midwinters day (trainers, hat and gloves allowed).
Have been keeping up with the grand prix albeit a day or two behind by the time we download the highlights, classic
season so far, hope Button can change his fortunes around.
Well that’s about it for now, will try not to leave it so long next time.
Regards to all
Nigel
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REHASHING THE CRAFT - #50 Alfriston Camping Park
Dear John and Gabrielle
Thank you both for a splendid Craft Camp experience. The ale trail surpassed our expectation, experiencing some fantastic
local brews and great Harvey's. Hophead and Long Blonde were tops. Great company, al fresco feasting and a killer of a
Hangover Hash all made another hash experience to remember...........hang on, should we be able to remember? Was it all a
dream?
Sally & James
CRAFT are a pub crawl hash. End of. So what the hell was I thinking of, attempting to get a r*n in before the pub crawl
started? Well okay, the plan was to stroll to a few country pubs during the afternoon and head back to the site for a BBQ,
then head into Alfriston during the evening to sample the ales available there. Problems started with #2 shutting just as I’d
estimated we would arrive there after early horror-friendly fun at #1. This was compounded by the Campsite manager being
awol when we arrived. Eventually locating Shagger, Commercial Whale and Alice happily setting up in a small field at the back
of the site it was all systems go to get set up for the 1pm start. CW stepped in to help get the kids to #1 by driving my car,
but other lazy sods meant he ended up doing 3 trips. Meanwhile the r*nners group of KIU, Bushsquatter, Cliffbanger, Bollocks,
Split Pin, Playaway and virgins Jan & Lyn had found trail, criss-crossed the walkers and lost trail, but found pub #2 so gone in
to quench. Somehow I managed to get walkers group lost as we overcooked the South Downs Way so sprinted off to pub #1

the Barley Mow to perform a rescue mission with the car. Angels patience had worn thin by now after sitting around at the
same pub with the rugs, and CW had ended up late setting off meaning that no sooner had we all finally reached pub 1, than we
were being urged to hit #2 the Rose Cottage Inn quick as he was stopping serving at 2.45 instead of the 3pm he’d assured
me 2 days earlier. So as the r*nners went to #1 the walkers reached #2 to find Bouncer in a deep discussion with the landlord
about the 5 pints of Hophead he’d just ordered, and who was going to pay! Lots of deep breaths in the garden later, as well as
a couple of pints now hitting the spot and a promise to leave the glasses, and finally everyone started to relax. At which point
T Bar discovered P!ssticide had gone troppo. It was only a short walk (relatively!) from here to #3 the Cricketers where we
congregated in the garden to enjoy the stunning weather, and found Cyst Pit who had brought my car with him. The return to
the site meant an obligatory stop at the Olde Smugglers before finally we got stuck into the barbecues. Again aiming at
keeping costs low these were on a byo basis plus a salad/ sweet for the table, but the weather was kind, James was in his tent
and Testiculator kept us amused with a short circle. The car even turned up thanks to Rustler!
After the barbecue it was off to visit the Alfriston pubs via a hastily conceived treasure hunt. Many missed the first stop at
the Deans Place as it looked too posh but they were very welcoming and had a couple of great and well kept ales on. Terrific
potential for a future r*n! Unfortunately pub 2 the George was closed in the evening for a private function. This didn’t stop
myself, T-bar and P!ssticide from sneaking in via the garden but to no avail as we were quickly rumbled in the silly hats that
were the theme for the evening. In an attempt to get an extra pub in it was off to the Market Cross next which of course, is
none other than Ye Olde Smugglers in disguise! The various wandering groups of hashers seemed to some together here,
presenting a fine sight to the locals with the variation in silly hats. The odd comment about the difficulty of one or two of the
questions had me pointing out that all the answers could be found at the end of a small bribe to the organiser! Perhaps as it
was intended just for fun with no prize at the end that prevented any real take-up of this suggestion. The final stop was the
Star, again a pub trying to disguise itself, this time as the Red Lion, but the ships figurehead outside fooled no-one. Inside we
found a large contingent of the wedding party which had spilled out of the George. We may even find some new hashers
appearing after the antics! Back at base Radio Soap and Angel who had stayed to mind rugrats were not too happy at the boom
boom coming from the other group in the party field, a view shared by Bushsquatter & Cliffbanger who opted for their home
comforts. So off we went to join in! As we started on the hash songs round the fire the music went quiet so they all joined in,
even coming up with a few of their own. Only later did we find out the farmer had cut their electricity!
Luckily Bushsquatter & Cliffbanger returned bright & early the following am to set trail. In their wake were quite a few
Hastings hashers, as well as a surprising amount from Henfield in view of the distance, but Bollocks had insisted this should be
their 111th r*n as so many regular H4 people were already there. So with that in mind, and after a short circle from Testie in
which Bouncer was awarded a pair of Bananaman boxers as organizer, and Angel had to do a down down through a laminated
map after leaving it at the BH7 hash pub (thus causing Chopper to have to cycle to Shoreham to return it), it’s over to
Moneypenny for the H4 review:

As nobody could be asked to organize a Hash this month, Henfield H3 decided to invade the Hastings CRAFT H3 camping
weekend at Alfriston, which also coincided with a CRAFT Hash on the Saturday night. Most of us arrived on Sunday for the
run, but Bollocks and Split Pin had gone for the weekend and camped. Apparently it was very nice, except that they couldn’t
sleep, because the site was full of people who were off their heads on beer and whatever other substances they could find.
(What did they expect on a Hash camping bash?). We felt a bit like cuckoos, as there were only 5 people present from
Hastings, 2 of whom were the Hares, but there were at least 10 from Henfield Hash. (Although no-one who actually lives in
Henfield turned up – shame on them, apart from Snotty who claims to have an excuse. Maybe it’s time we changed our name to
the We’re-Not-From-Henfield, Actually Hash ?). The trails were laid beautifully by Cliff Banger and Bush Squatter of
Hastings, using hand-picked sawdust. For those readers who usually enjoy a long, detailed description of how the run followed
a beautiful route through the glorious countryside of the South Downs, here it is: On On !, run, up, down, along, up, along,
down, along, beer-stop, run, along, up, along, up, another beer-stop, run, down, stop, and On-Inn to the Smugglers Arms. The
beer was good, the garden was sunny, and the food was slow – ideal for a Circle.
There were good songs from the visitors, and down-downs for the Hares from H3, and a few other criminals, and more downdowns for Bouncer and Dave (serve him right for getting himself 2 names, see below). Bollocks awarded down-downs for
Thumper and Steve, for “making the most effort to get to the Hash”. (They had been out on the town in Brighton the night
before, and got the train home – 2 stops to Hayward Heath, 15 minutes max. They woke up in Luton at 1am, and had to stay in
an Easy Hotel (bright orange), before catching the 6.30am train back to Sussex, to arrive just in time to be dragged to
Alfriston. And they call Thumper’s Dad a Tosser !)).
There was a unanimous vote by the pack that as Snotty** has disappeared, he gets Hashit again. Also, the assembly decided
that Gillette the Hash Hound would make a better job than Snotty does of being GM of the We’re-Not-From-Henfield,
Actually Hash. (This does not mean Bouncer from Brighton has been elected GM of Henfield, even though Bouncer was
renamed Dave (while on the Henfield Hash) last year - see write-up from Run #96. It’s Dave the Hound who has the popular
vote).
Tosser kindly volunteered to set the next Hash, with help from Thumper (if she hasn’t fallen asleep and woken up in Cardiff or
somewhere), Moneypenny & Co. And Pirate volunteered to set the one after that, so everyone please start practicing pirate
talk (AAARRRR, AARRR, OOH, me leg’s got woodworm, etc.) for September ! And then everyone went home. On On
For full cast see Henfield Hash website. For weekend photies visit Hastings Hash website. Another great CRAFT hash…

IN THE NEWS…
Armed Police have been drafted in to protect the
Olympians, Unarmed Police are protecting the
Paralympians
The 2012 Olympics is going to cost £8 billion which
is a lot of money. It'll probably bankrupt London.
But you can't put a price on two bronze medals in
cycling. Jimmy Carr
"Performance enhancing drugs are banned in the
Olympics. OK, we can swing with that. But
performance ‘debilitating’ drugs should not be
banned. Smoke a joint and win the 100 metres, fair
play for you. That's pretty good. Unless someone's
dangling a Mars bar off in the distance." Eddie
Izzard
Somalia look to steal gold in sailing this year!
Hungarian Olympic fans have been banned from shouting "Go Hungary!" near any Ethiopian athletes.
If you have Games tickets check them carefully as some fake ones have emerged. My tickets for the wheelchair long jump
seem ok.
Usain bolt reckons he can run at a speed of 40mph, you might think that's good, but if he hits a child there's an 80% chance
they'll die
Three guys enter the London Paralympics 2012 Swimming Contest. The first has no arms. The second no legs and the third has
no body, just a head. They all line up, the whistle blows and "splash" they're all in the pool. The guy with no arms takes the
lead instantly but the guy with no legs is closing fast. The head of course sank straight to the bottom. Ten lengths later and
the guy with no legs finishes first. He can still see bubbles coming from the bottom of the pool,so he decides he had better
dive down to rescue him. He picks up the head, swims back up to the surface and places the head at the side of the pool,
where-upon the head starts coughing and spluttering. Eventually the head catches his breath and shouts: "Three years I've
spent learning to swim with my f**king ears, then two minutes before the whistle, some *ssh*le puts a swimming cap on me!"
A female Olympic Weightlifter went to the
Doctors today and said 'I've been taking
steroids and i've grown a cock?' The Doctor
asked 'Anabolic?' She said 'No, just a cock'
onononononononononononon

Mate just won 'o2 Employee Of The Month'; but
he didn't get the reception he thought he would.
Any one know why The Car Phone Warehouse is
selling bits of string and cups with O2 written on
the side of them?
I'm on the new O2 plan...Unlimited Smoke
Signals, 250 Carrier Pigeons a month and Free
Messages in a Bottle to other O2 customers"
Hey I just met you, and this is crazy, but I’m on
O2, so fax me maybe?
onononononononononononon

Someone is going to hell for these:

I was going to watch the new Batman film in
Colorado, but I’m going to wait a few days
for the crowds to die down.
The shootings at the cinema in Denver have
ruined the Batman film for me. All I can see
in my pirate copy is the audience running
about."
"Christian Bale has been visiting the
survivors of the Batman shootings. Heath
Ledger visited the rest. "

How do colour blind people see porn? In fifty shades of grey!
THE RETIRED Soldier
A circus owner runs an ad for a lion tamer, and two people show
up. One is a retired soldier in his late sixties, and the other is a
gorgeous blonde in her mid-twenties.
The circus owner tells them, "I'm not going to sugarcoat it. This
is one ferocious lion. He ate my last tamer, so you two had
better be good, or you're history. Here's your equipment - chair,
a whip and a gun. Who wants to try out first?"
The girl says, "I'll go first." She walks past the chair, the whip
and the gun and steps right into the lion's cage. The lion starts
to snarl and pant and begins to charge her. About halfway there,
she throws open her coat revealing her beautiful naked body.
The lion stops dead in his tracks, sheepishly crawls up to her and
starts licking her feet and ankles. He continues to lick and kiss
her entire body for several minutes and then rests his head at
her feet.
The circus owner's jaw is on the floor. He says, "I've never seen
a display like that in my life." He then turns to the retired
soldier and asks, "Can you top that?"
The old soldier replies, "Yep! No problem; just get that lion out
of there."
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A beautiful woman loved growing tomatoes, but couldn't seem to get her tomatoes to turn red.
One day, while taking a stroll, she came upon a gentleman neighbour who had the most beautiful garden full of huge red
tomatoes. The woman asked the gentleman, "What do you do to get your tomatoes so red?"
The gentlemen responded, "Well, twice a day I stand in front of my tomato garden naked in my trench coat and flash them.
My tomatoes turn red from blushing so much."
One day the gentleman was passing by and asked the woman, "By the
way, how did you make out? Did your tomatoes turn red?"
"No", she replied, "but my cucumbers are enormous."
ononononononononononononononononononononon

THE GYNAECOLOGIST WHO BECAME A MECHANIC
A gynaecologist had become fed up with malpractice insurance and
HMO paperwork, and was burned out. Hoping to try another career
where skilful hands would be beneficial, he decided to become a
mechanic. He went to the local technical college, signed up for evening
classes, attended diligently, and learned all he could.
When the time of the practical exam approached, the gynaecologist
prepared carefully for weeks, and completed the exam with
tremendous skill. When the results came back, he was surprised to
find that he had obtained a score of 150%. Fearing an error, he called
the Instructor, saying, "I don't want to appear ungrateful for such an
outstanding result, but I wonder if there is an error in the grade?"
"The instructor said, "During the exam, you took the engine apart
perfectly, which was worth 50% of the total mark. You put the engine
back together again perfectly, which is also worth 50% of the mark."
After a pause, the instructor added, "I gave you an extra 50%
because you did it all through the muffler, which I've never seen done
in my entire career."

